
Welcome to the Middle Primary Kopi Chat

Thank you for logging in early. 

As you wait for the 
event to begin, 
please check that 
you can hear the 
background music.
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Objectives of Kopi Chat

• We will not discuss
• Matters regarding other levels

• Unique / Individual situations

For these, please make an appointment to talk to the teachers / SLs/YH. 

Our email addresses can be found in https://chijourladyofthenativity.moe.edu.sg/school-
information/our-people/teaching-staff

✓To provide an opportunity for an informal chat on the school’s holistic 
curriculum and teaching & learning at IJ OLN. 

✓Questions and feedback are welcome. Just type in your comments or 
questions at any time via the Q&A function. We will address it during 
Q&A.

https://chijourladyofthenativity.moe.edu.sg/school-information/our-people/teaching-staff
https://chijourladyofthenativity.moe.edu.sg/school-information/our-people/teaching-staff
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Speakers

Ms Christina Teo

Principal

Mrs Catherine 

Michelle Beins

Vice Principal
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Enjoy our 
2023 Semester 1 
Photo Montage
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The value of a Holistic education

To discover their 
interests and talents 
while developing values 
and competencies that 
will prepare them for a 
rapidly changing world.

To learn, play and grow 
together as friends and 

peers, thus fostering the 
acquisition of socio-

emotional competencies 
and deepen their sense 

of belonging, 
commitment and sense 

of responsibility to 
school, community     

and nation. 

IJ

education 



Vision: 

Girls of Today for Tomorrow
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Holistic Learning 
Experiences
• Across subjects
• OLN 360 
• CCAs
• Learning Journeys
• P1 to P3 Games on 
• P4 to P6 Track on 
• Back to School 

programme 
• P4 Camp
• MakerSpace
• IJOLN Shines
• Musically Yours
• VIA
• GLOW Morning
• Leadership Trainings
Many more…

Support for Learning

• ‘Stretch’ activities & 
progs e.g. Fibonacci 
Math, Math 
Olympiad, Science 
Einstein, HMT

• Support for those 
who need more 
help, e.g. support 
lessons, SDR, RRP, 
banding for Math 
and MT

• Catering to learning 
needs

• Social – emotional 
focus: Mixed classes, 
Aspire Programme 
(P4), Super Friends 
Programme (P4)



“I know where I’m going,
I have the tools I need for the journey,

I monitor my own progress,
And I know how to improve.”

The IJ OLN  Girl of Tomorrow as a CONFIDENT & SELF-DIRECTED Learner



“I monitor my 
progress”

Is your daughter active in 
seeking and responding to 
feedback from peers and 

teachers, as she assesses her 
own performance?

Frey, N., Hattie, J & Fisher, D (2018) Developing Assessment-Capable Visible Learners Grades K-12. Corwin Press Inc



Knowing Where They Are At…

Understanding Language Competency through Rubrics & Evaluation 



Knowing Where They are At…

Knowing Level of Skill Competency 



Knowing Where They Are Going… 

Understanding the Success Criteria and Progress Goals



Knowing Where They Are Going…

Understanding the Success Criteria and Progress Goals



Having the Tools for the Journey…

Self Access of Follow-Up Actions 



Having the Tools for the Journey…

Self Access of Follow-Up Actions 
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How Parents Can Support Child’s Learning

16

1) Set Learning Structures at home and complement
with time management for learning and leisure 

2) Support Self-efficacy 
o Ownership of homework
o Reflection – Talk to child about work returned, e.g. 

teacher’s comments, rubrics
o Ask your child as to one skill, strategy and idea she 

learnt that day

3) Frame success within the lens of learning and growth
o Celebrate small wins
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Assessment Mode (WA)
• Purpose: to assess and diagnose child’s ability to academic progress 

and understanding of the skills and concepts taught

• Letter on Weighted Assessments was sent through PG in January 
2023.

• Takes place during class time. 

Term 1 Term 2 Term 3 Term 4

Primary 3
WA

(10%)
WA

(10%)
WA

(10%)
EYE

(70%)

Primary 4
WA

(10%)
WA

(10%)
WA

(10%)
EYE

(70%)



So Why Does All of That Matter?

Knowing where they are at and 
where they are going, having the 

strategies, tools, methods to monitor 
progress and improve leads to 
CONFIDENCE to take on 

CHALLENGES.

JOY & SUCCESS IN LEARNING



Maths @ IJ OLN
Middle Primary







Pr 3 Example 

Mary has 240 sweets.  She has 50 sweets more than Jane.  

How many sweets do Mary and Jane have altogether?  

240 – 50 = 190 (Jane)
190 + 240 = 430

Mary

Jane

240

?

CUTE



Building Confidence



Building Confidence

1
2

3

CUTE



There were 253 children in Room A and 45 children in Room B.  
After an equal number of children entered both rooms, there were 
5 times as many children in Room A as in Room B.  How many 
children entered both rooms?

A

B 208

253 -45 = 208 (difference)
4 units = 208
1 unit = 208 ÷ 4

= 52 (Room B in the end)
52 – 45 = 7 (number of children who 
entered 1 room
7 x 2 = 14

Difference in the number of children in the 2 rooms at first and in the end remains the same

Pr 4 Example 

CUTE



Building Confidence



Building Confidence
1

2

3 CUTE



Online Teaching Packages

• Primary 3 package: https://go.gov.sg/oln-p3math
• Primary 4 package: https://go.gov.sg/oln-p4math
• Primary 5 package: https://go.gov.sg/oln-p5math
• Primary 6 package: https://go.gov.sg/oln-p6math

These packages have been shared with parents of the 
respective levels  via PG on 28 April 2023

https://go.gov.sg/oln-p3math
https://go.gov.sg/oln-p4math
https://go.gov.sg/oln-p5math
https://go.gov.sg/oln-p6math


Spiral 
Approach to 

Maths 
Curriculum

Ground the 
BASICS first!
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Preparing our Girls -  Developing Character and SE 
Competencies
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Raising Independent and Responsible Girls

Some are 
dependent on 
the adults to 
remind them 

about homework.

Some may not 
know what to do 
during conflicts.

At times, the girls 
lack awareness 
about what is 

happening 
around them.

There is so much 
to learn within a 

short time. 

I am not able to 
manage my time.
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Transition to Middle and Upper Primary 
Setting of goals
• Pace and rigour increases as 

they move on to Upper Primary 
(P4) or take on another subject 
at P3.

Managing emotions/challenges
• Stress and time management
• Growth mindset
Need for increased focus - parents can 
help by ensuring students do not bring 
unnecessary things

Increasing Independence
• Expected to exercise more 

independence
• Managing conflicts
• Seeking help independently
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Affirming the Good

• Importance of having a positive 
perception of self and building 
positive relationships
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Supporting our girls’ social-emotional competencies

1. As we start school after a long break, we may need time 
to get back to our school routines. How are you as we 
start Term 3?

2. As we enter a new term, what is one thing that you are 
grateful for or looking forward to? (for example, friends, 
competitions, family) Could you share with me more?

3. Have you been feeling sad in the last two weeks?

4. Were you able to seek help when you were facing 
challenges?

5. As your teacher, how would you like me to better 
support you? Please also let me know if you are worried 
about any of your friend(s).

Build rapport and express care and concern, e.g. 
individual chat sessions, class bonding & back to 
school programmes
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Helping our girls grow: making responsible decisions
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• Team up with the teachers. 

• Understand your child’s strengths and weaknesses. Chat with your child. 
Create a conducive learning environment at home. Enforce routines.
• Develop a routine for school and homework
• Setting rules and guidelines on the usage of devices
• Help her set realistic and achievable goals
• Encourage her to fulfil her responsibilities as a student

• Ensure a balanced lifestyle, e.g. CCAs, time for play, reflection, revision. 

• Join the Parent Support Group (PSG) or volunteer at the school to play an 
active role in your child’s education. 
Contact: chij_olnpsg@yahoo.com.sg

• Focus on the work ethics and character values that lead to results.

• Allow your child to make mistakes and guide her through learning from 
her mistakes 

What you can do to help your daughter
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Subject-based banding 

Subject-based banding (SBB) gives your child the 
opportunity to take a combination of subjects        
(EL + MTL + MA + SC) at :

• Standard Level

• Foundation level 

based on their strengths from P5 onwards. 
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What Subject-Based-Banding (SBB) means for 
your child?

• Every child will be encouraged to do the subjects 
at the levels that best meet her abilities. 

• SBB recognises that students have different abilities. 

• To provide more flexibility to students with strengths 
and abilities that vary across subjects. It is  NOT 
intended to provide a softer option.
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How does Subject-based banding work? 

• Your child sits for the 
school exams.

• School recommends a 
subject combination based 
on her overall results at the 
end of the year.

• You will need to fill up an 
option form to indicate 
your child's preferred 
subject combination.

• Your child takes the 
preferred subject 
combination.

• School assesses your 
child's ability to cope 
with the subjects at the 
end of the year.

• Adjustments to the 
subject levels are made if 
needed.

• Your child takes the subject 
combination recommended 
by the school and sits for the 
PSLE.

• Your child's progression to 
secondary level depends on 
their PSLE results.

• If your child excels in certain 
subjects, they can pursue 
higher level options in 
secondary school.

P4 P5 P6
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Course Recommendation (end-P4)

Combination Remarks

4S+HMT

For students who are academically strong to 
very strong with strength in MTL. Impact of 
5th subject. 

4S Majority of the cohort

3S + FMT
A very small minority: those consistently 
struggling with MT despite their best effort

4F
Academically weak students who have been 
consistently struggling with all subjects
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Should my child take Foundation subject(s)?

• Guided by the child’s ability. Come talk 
to us about it.

• Implications of Foundation subjects on 
overall AL score, & ability to cope in 
secondary school. 

• Foundation Maths: Importance of 
Mathematics in the secondary school; 
for application to polytechnic & ITE

• Foundation MT: G1 MT (previously 
known as Syllabus‘B’) is offered in 
the secondary school. 

‘AL8’ grade implications: 

Note: AL 7 (20 – 44m for std subjects
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Achievement Levels (ALs)

Source - https://www.moe.gov.sg/microsites/psle-
fsbb/psle/new-psle-scoring-system.html
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Achievement Levels (ALs) & Foundation Subjects

Source - https://www.moe.gov.sg/microsites/psle-
fsbb/psle/new-psle-scoring-system.html
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Should my child take HMTL?

*No more 
Bonus points 

system for 
application for 
admission to 

SAP sec.  
schools
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Should my child take HMTL?
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• HMTL is a 5th subject. 

Can your child take the 
additional load?

• In S1, pupils can take up 
HMT even if they did not 
take it at PSLE. 

• Useful for DSA? Depends

Should my child take HMTL?

EL

MA

SC

MTL

Higher 
MTL?
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Course Recommendation (end-P5)

Combination Remarks

4S+HMT
Pass all subjects and scores at least 85% for 
MTL

4S Pass all subjects

To take 1 or 

more 

Foundation 

subjects

Fails 1 or more subjects
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Class Allocation

• Enbloc. Random allocationP1 to P2
• Random. 7 Mixed Ability 

classes for allP2 to P3

• EnblocP3 to P4
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Class Allocation – Random Mixing for P5  

• 7 P5 classes of equal merit

• Focus on skills and competencies beyond grades and marks

• Students need to learn to live within a diverse society → Learning 
Dispositions & Values

• Impact on child’s confidence in self and belief in others. Negative 
branding. 
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Simple in Virtue, Steadfast in Duty

Ask us 
anything! 

Middle Primary 
Kopi Chat
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Simple in Virtue, Steadfast in Duty

Thank you & 
we wish you 
a wonderful 
day!

CHIJ OLN

Primary 3 and 4
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